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Alternative Risk Management

www.liucanada.com

Fronting
For many corporations, the use of a self-insured retention or a captive
insurance company is an essential part of their risk management strategy. While these strategies provide insureds with proven benefits,
there is still a need for related administration. Liberty International
Underwriters (“LIU”) combines fronting with established value underwriting, quality claims management and available risk control services
to help minimize a corporation’s total cost.

Self Insured Retention (S.I.R.)
S.I.R. programs can help the insured fund losses from current cash
flow, as well as reduce risk transfer costs. LIU provides
fronting and policy issuance capabilities to insureds to support their
programs.

Why Choose LIU?

Captive

As a respected industry leader, coverage with LIU offers
a variety of benefits:

Captive programs serviced by LIU provide a one-stop option for fronting an insured’s coverage needs and emphasizes the integration of
risk management with risk financing.

Global Placements
As corporations expand into the international marketplace, they often
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Liberty Mutual Insurance Company is A.M. Best ‘A’ Rated
(Excellent)*
Experienced all lines underwriting team
International and domestic risks
Coverage can be tailored to meet the insured’s needs

* For the latest ratings, access www.ambest.com

look for a single source to handle both their domestic and international
insurance requirements. LIU can provide access to services in over 90
countries via Liberty Mutual Group or its strategic partners in key international markets.

For more information contact:
Mike Weiss, Senior Vice President, ARM Division
416.307.5189
michael.weiss@libertyiu.com
Tony Leite, Assistant Vice President, ARM
416.307.4656
tony.leite@libertyiu.com
Elaine Lumsden, Senior Underwriter
416.307.4693
elaine.lumsden@libertyiu.com
Michael Tan, Senior Underwriter
416.847.5990
michael.tan@libertyiu.com
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